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Methods of Sampling 

 

sample from a "Seed lot” is obtained by drawing out small representative portions as “Primary imple” at 

random from different portions of the seed lot. The primary samples are then mixed toroughly to 

constitute the “Composite sample”. Smaller quantity of samples may be drawn only ace or in more steps 

from the composite sample to constitute the “Submitted sample” for testing laboratory; while the 

laboratory concerned should use a specified quantity of reduced portion the submitted sample, i.e. the 

“Working sample” for each quality test. At each stage of sub, a thorough mixing of the source sample is 

followed by the progressive reduction in ze (i.e. quantity of seed) by withdrawal and combination of 

small portions at random. The tensity of sampling should be maintained in accordance to the rules 

described by ISTA, e.g. 

 

 Primary samples of a seed lot in containers/bags of uniform size should be five (5) taken 

 From each other container if the seed lot is available in 1 to 5 containers.  

 sampling intensity will be same for at least one in every 5 container/ bage in case there are 6 to 

30 containers/bags, but the total primary sample should never be drawn from fewer than 5 

containers/bags.  

 For seed lots in 31 or more containers/bags at least I in every 5 containers/bags should he 

sampled; but the composite sample should include primary samples from more than 10 

containers/bags.  

 The sample containers/bags may not be moisture proof; but should be tough enough to prevent 

breakage during transit and handling.  

  Cotton, linen or nylon joined jute bags or very tough paper bags are suitable. in 

  For determination of moisture, however, working sample must be packed separately in 

moisture proof container excluding as much air as possible.  

 When a seed lot consists of 6 bags or less, each bag should be sampled from well distributed 

points throughout the bags. When lot consists of more than 6 bags, samples should be taken 

from 5 bags plus 10% of the remaining bags; but not more than 30.  



No. of bags in lot           5   7   10   25   50   100   200   300   400 

 No. of bags for sample  5   6   6     7     10     15    25     30     30 

 

Principles and Procedures for Sampling  

A seed lot to be sampled must not be heterogeneous, i.e. the primary samples drawn from the lot 

should be similar in constitution. If evidence of heterogeneity is confirmed by heterogeneity test of the 

primary samples drawn, as defined in ISTA rules, further sampling and testing from the seed lot should 

not be continued. The size of seed lot, subject to a tolerance of 5% should not exceed 10,000 kg for 

small and medium seeds and 20,000 kg for large seeds. An exception is maize for which 40,000 kg is 

allowed. Table 22 shows the permissible weight of lot and samples of crop seeds. 

 

 Sampling should be carried out only by trained person and experienced in sampling.  

 The seed lot shall be so arranged that each individual contained or part of the lot is easily 

accessible.  

 The seed lot size should not exceed the maximum size prescribed, with 5% tolerance.  

 Samples should be taken from the top, middle and bottom and the centre to the side of each 

selected bag. Primary samples of approximately equal size shall be taken from each container 

sampled, or from each place sampled in each container, or from each location sampled in bulk.  

 Samples may be taken either with a dynamic spear or a stick sampler with separate 

compartments. Hand sampling is also possible.  

 The sample must be taken the minimum number of bags from the seed lot as per sampling 

intensity.  

 The containers to be sampled shall be selected at random. If the primary samples appear 

uniform, they shall be combined to form the Composite sample; otherwise the seed lot shall not 

be accepted for testing. 

  Composite samples shall be thoroughly mixed. The submitted / working sample shall 


